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Election
challenges
not filed

Radical econ lecturer
offered ’tenure’ status

The results of the A.S. election for
executive slates have not been
protested at the election board meeting
Friday.

By Ray Manley
An economics lecturer who expected
to be fired after this year, said Friday
SJSU President John Bunzel has offered him a probationary teaching
position.
Dr. Douglas Dowd, who earlier this
semester charged Bunzel with political
discrimination in opposing his permanent appointment to the faculty,
said Bunzel made the offer last week.
The reason for Bunzel’s apparent
charge of heart, Dowd said, is that
Bunzel has concluded his decision to
disfranchise the Economics Depart-

Candidates from the Rico ticket, and
the Third-World Coalition-Progressive
Slate said before the election that
whoever lost the election would file a
protest.
However, there was an unexpected
computer recount of the vote totals for
the eleventh spot on the upper division
council.
Switzer wins
Incumbent Michael Switzer received
MO votes to claim the spot, but Tom
Thonamassen was eight votes behind at
832.
The re-count showed the same figures
with Switzer the victor.
The election board will also look into
several complaints of improper
campaign behavior.
Election board member Jorge
Gonzales said students came to him
with information that faculty members
in the Intercollegiate Athletics
Department were participating in the
campaign.
Election guidelines say faculty
members can not aid student candidates in the elections.
Gonzales said A.S. President John
Rico would benefit from the athletic
campaigning.
Welch says no aid
Rico campiagn manager David
Welch maintained he did not know of or
seek any aid from any faculty members.
Also, the board will look into a
complaint that an EOP mailing list was
used to mail letters to EOP students
which criticized Rico.
The letter, which two EOP students
reported to the AS. office, said EOP
students should work to "get Rico out of
office."
The unsigned statement said Rico
had been unresponsive to minority
needs and said he would cut EOP from
the A.S. budget.
Rico had recommended that EOP be
cut from the budget, but later changed
his mind in favor of a $10,000 recommendation.
EOP director Gabriel Reyes said his
office had not given out the mailing list,
but that someone may have obtained it
without permission.

A.S. panel to chisel
budget by $20,000
Steve Leckie

MINI GARDE N --Spring is the time to grow vegetables and flowers in your backyard plot.

Intensive gardening
produces high yield
By Chris Smith
April is the perfect time to grow your
own plot.
Yes, that’s plot, with an "L".
Bushels of vegetables and scores of
flowers can be grown in a plot just 10
feet long and six feet wide, according to
a recent San Francisco Chronicle interview.
The story told of an intensive gardening technique developed by
Sacramento botanist Duane Newcomb.
By making the soil extra-nutritious
and planting seeds over the entire area,
Newcomb said, just one square foot will
yield more than 100 carrots or a
bushelbatket full of tomatoes.
"Enough vegetables for a hungry
family of four," he said, "can be grown
on a six by 10 foot plot of dirt."
In his book, "The Postage Stamp

Garden Book," Newcomb said the minigardener should first remove any large
rocks from a patch that will get at least
six hours of sunlight daily.
Then, he said, a five inch layer of
natural compost should be spread over
the entire area. His book describes
several different ways of building
compost piles, the article said.
"I’m not a devotee of the organic
way," Newcomb said, but "chemical
fertilizers tend to burn the plants when
used in large amounts."
Since most compost takes about three
months to properly decompose, the
article said, manure from a riding
stable is a suitable substitute for persons who wish to get started immediately.
Continued on back page

By Terry LaPorte
The A.S. budget committee will slash
more than $20,000 from its tentative
budget recommendation at its meeting
today.
According to committee chairman
John Banks, the recommended budget
for 1975-76 will be submitted to A.S.
council tomorrow.
With all A.S. funded programs having
received initial recommendations, the
committee will now cut the budget from
$487,875 to $466,922.
Committee recommends
At its Thursday meeting, the committee recommended $5,000 for the
Intercultural Steering Committee
ICSC), which provides programs for
foreign students.
ICSC received $7,500 this year.
Receiving recommendations of no
funding
were
art
department
programs, Reed Magazine, the HazzWill players and Women’s Week.
The committee also recommended
that the Vietnamese Students group
and India Association seek funds from
ICSC.
The committee recommended no
funding for Women’s Week on a 5-4
vote.
Seek funds
A.S. President John Rico said the
group should seek funds through A.S.
council’s special allocations fund, that
supplies money for specific programs.
A.S. adviser Louie Barozzi voted in
favor of funding Women’s Week.
"Successful programs such as

gets mixed reviews
Pimento’ said he "felt that it would
establish a precedent" to appoint a
junior member of the faculty to a
chairmanship position.
"I have no quarrel with that,"
Pimental said.
Pimental said there is "no point in the
department belaboring the case."
"I’m not terribly exercised" about
the rejection by the administration,
Pimental said, because "the president
may appoint "anyone he wants" to the
position.
Dr. Charles Ludlum, professor of
English, said, "It seems like a case
where paper qualifications shouldn’t
have overriden the true worth of the
person."
Prof praised
Ludlum, also a student in Fleissner’s
Greek class, expressed dismay at
Fleissner’s decision to resign because
he is "one of the last two people who is
able to teach Latin and Greek" at the
university.
Dr. Donald Keesey, associate
professor of English, said he "didn’t
quite understand all the reasons for the
rejection," but was "extremely saddened" by it.
Keesey said that had "the criteria
been explained before the rejection
took place," then the administration
"would have saved a lot of grief."
Rank not clarified
Pereyra-Suarez,
Dr.
Esther
professor of Foreign Languages, said
that it was "very unfortunate that the
matter of rank was not clarified before
the election."
But Fleissner, she maintained, "does
not accomplish anything by resigning."
"I believe in him and I wish he would
stay." She added that the resignation
seems to show a "Don Quixote attitude" on Fleissner’s part.

Women’s Week should be allowed in the
regular budget," Barozzi said.
With the first round of recommendations completed, the committee
began discussion on where the $20,000
will be cut.
Studds favors
Barozzi and A.S. business manager
Greg Soulds said they would favor
combining the Joint Effort Coffee
House with the program commission, if
the union would save money.
"The use of the term coffeehouse is
incorrect," Soulds said. "What it is is a
location for programming."
Rico argued against combining the
commission programs with those of the
coffeehouse.
"This is argued every year. Nobody’s
made a strong committment to the
coffeehouse.
Money needed
"It can make money. They need the
initial money to build a program on,"
Rico said.
Rico also questioned whether the
program commission structure could
handle the added programming of the
coffeehouse.
The commission has experienced
management problems this year in
handling its telephone and advertising
accounts.
Rico formed a task force to
restructure the commission.
"I don’t have that much hope that the
commission can have that much
stronger a structure next year," Rico
said.

member since he gave a speech on the
Indochina war in Spring, 1972.
Voting rights
In their conversation last week, Dowd
said he told Bunzel he would accept a
position at SJSU only if the economics
faculty were restored their voting
rights.
Dowd told the Spartan Daily he did
not want to spend his academic career
in a department governed by the administration.
The economics faculty should be able
to rehire the economists fired by the
administration and retain the competent economists on the faculty now,
Dowd said he told Bunzel.
Dowd said he also told Bunzel about
Karl Niebyl, a lecturer in the
Economics Department working under
a contract similar to Dowd’s.
"Niebyl is an old European scholar
and his presence is very beneficial to
the students," Dowd told the Spartan
Niebyl has not been offered employment at SJSU for next year,
although Dr. James Willis, chairman of
the department, has offered positions to
several other lecturers in the department. Dowd said Bunzel told him he had not
heard of Niebyl.
Bunzel refused to comment on
Niebyl’s case to the Spartan Daily.
Dowd said Bunzel asked him his
opinion on the situation in the
Economics Department.
Dowd said he told Bunzel that he
thinks the department was not divided
and ungovernable as Bunzel had
charged until Bunzel asserted his
authority on the department by appointing Willis chairman against a
faculty recommendation.
Dowd said he and Bunzel also
discussed the Academic Senate’s
liaison committee investigation into
problems in the Economics Department.
According to Dowd, Bunzel said 1- e
throught the liaison committee report
was going to be critical of his actions in
the Economics Department.
Bunzel said he would abide by the
liaison committee’s report, Dowd told
the Spartan Daily.
Bunzel declined to comment on
whether he had heard any preliminary
findings of the liaison committee.
The liaison committee is slated to
report to the Academic Senate at their
April 28 meeting.

Derby Day activities
aid charitable groups

Fleissner rejection
By Carla Marinucci
Faculty members have expressed
mixed reaction to the administration’s
rejection last week of SJSU Assistant
Professor Kenneth Fleissner as the new
Department
Language
Foreign
chairman.
Fleissner was elected department
chairman by faculty members’ 21-13
vote to fill a position to be vacated by
Dr. Joachim Stenzel.
Stenzel is resigning the post to
resume teaching.
SJSU president John Bunzel met with
the department faculty last week and
informed them that their nomination
had been rejected because Fleissner
did not hold an associate professor or
full professor rank.
Fleissner and Stenzel said they
believed his nomination would be accepted by the administration.
Fleissner has submitted his
resignation to the university.
Administration criticized
Dr. Goerge Grant, SJSU associate
dean of undergraduate studies, said the
administration must "admit that it is at
fault in defining their criteria" for the
departmental chairmanship.
Grant maintained that the rejection
of Fleissner as chairman will
"fragment" the university.
Grant said the administration’s
greatest problem is "their inability to
admit failure."
Grant expressed hope that the
university administrators will "do
something humane," and acknowledge
their mistakes in failing to clearly
state chairmanship standards.
Dr. Raul Pimental, the associate
professor of foreign languages who ran
in opposition to Fleissner for the post,
said that Bunzel "has the authority by
law to decide who shall be chairman."

nient faculty was a bad move.
Probationary appointment
According to Dowd, Bunzel called
him to his office Wednesday and offered
him a probationary appointment
leading to tenure in only two years.
Dowd is currently teaching on a
lecturer contract labeled "not
renewable, one year only."
Earlier this semester Dowd charged
his "not renewable" contract resulted
from Bunzel’s opposition to his permanent appointment.
Dowd claims Bunzel has been against
his being hired as a full-time faculty

About 130 gratified people and one
terrified pig walked away from Sigma
Chi fraternity’s Derby Day activities
Saturday.
The people were sorority women
who executed a series of bizarre team
contests on the ROTC field, and the
Sigma Chi members who conjured up
and directed those contests.
The pig, of course, was the hapless
victim of the greased pig contest.
Derby Day, a nation-wide Sigma
Chi tradition initiated in 1930, is
designed to strengthen relations
within the Greek system and to raise
inoney for charities.
This year Sigma Chi is donating the

Derby Day proceeds to the Wallace
Village in Colorado, a treatment
center for children with minimal
brain damage.
At the end of this year’s activities,
the Delta Gamma sorority received a
trophy for raising the most money,
$218, during the week preceding
Derby Day.
Doug Elkins, Sigma Chi Derby
Daddy, explained that the sororities
raised money through such means as
holding parties and charging a few
cents for a glass of beer, or selling
kisses.
Continued on back page
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ALMOST THERERandy Gulizia hears down on his opponent.

LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPMike Bonnie gives it all he’s got.
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letters
Econ lecturer will accept position
if Bunzel accepts panel’s proposal
Editor:

71;111,11Mill.
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opinion
A.S. election shows that Rico, USP
did better job of getting out voters
By Terry LaPorte
The candidate for AS. office struu,
down the street and called out
greeting to a group of SJSU students.
’Two months ago I wouldn’t have
even waved to them." the candidate
said, and then laughed.
They call it student politics, but
forget the adjective.
Terry LaPorte covers the A.S. for the
Spartan Daily.
"They play the game for real here,"
was the estimation of AS. information
officer Lee Dickason.
The 10-day campaign for last week’s
election saw name-calling, charges and
counter-charges.
And the rhetoric rained down.
It was old fashioned, rip-roaring
politics and the players were dead
serious about winning "the game."
As an indication, a near-army of
leafletters was at every corner of the
campus.
The two executive slate celebrations
Wedriesday night looked like scenes

beat report
from TV election night.
Enormous quantities of alcohol were
downed.It’s over. Let’s get drunk.
The candidates waited anxiously for
the results with the realization that the
nature of their next year would be
dependent on the outcome.
"These are our values that are on the
line." one said.
With the results, the losers cried, but
then so did many of the winners.
All sides tried to use the Spartan
Daily as a forum for complaints against
their opponents.
Some were cheap shots, and those
were ignored.
Most of the complaints concerned
minor rule violations such as placing
posters in unauthorized areas.
Another interesting one was a
complaint that there were leafleteers in
a women’s bathroom in the Student
Union.
This year’s election was especially

interesting because it had two groups
with different priorities and ideas
meeting head on.
There could be no confusion of
viewpoints, as there was last year when
six executive tickets faced off.
Trying not to oversimplify, it could be
safely said that the Rico support came
mainly from the fraternities and
sororities, dorm students and the
athletes.
TWC-PS support came mainly from
the political left, feminists and
minorities.
Some have said the r-eJtf
the
Rico ticket and the majorTtilncil
victory of the University Students
Party USP) isgnifies a shift to the
right on the student political spectrum.
But how can that be known when the
results show only what 15 per cent of the
students wanted?
In any election of this kind, the
winner will be the one who gets his
constituency read friends) to vote.
Apparently, USP and the Rico ticket
did a better job in getting out their vote
this time.

State’s indeterminate sentence
ought to be barred from prisons
By Irene Helm
The indeterminate sentence for
California prison inmates may be on its
way out and I think it’s about time.
Last week the state Senate Judiciary
Committee approved legislation
abolishing most of this form of punishment and sent it to the Finance Committee for further consideration.
Enacted as a prison reform, the indeterminate sentence was thought to be
a more "humanitarian" and "fairer"
way to deal with law breakers.
The 58-year-old law prohibits courts
from "fixing the term or duration of the
period of imprisonment" and gives this
responsibility to prison officials.
Thus, the reformers said, an inmate
who was "rehabilitated" quickly would
be released quickly and would not be
forced to associate with criminal
elements for longer than was
necessary.
The motives behind the indeterminate sentence may have been
good, but in my opinion, the effects
were not.
Under the provisions of the
legislation, a convicted criminal
doesn’t know the length of his prison
sentence, only the minimum and
maximum possible.
For instance, a conviction for
manslaughter in this state requires a
sentence of not less than six months nor
more than five years.
Thus when a person convicted of this

(

comment

offense walks through the prison door,
he was no way of knowing whether he
will leave in six months, a year, or five
years.
The frustration of being in prison is
enough by itself without the added
pressure of not knowing when you are
going to get out.
New York officials have said the most
common complaint of inmates involved
in the Attica state prison riots stemmed
from indeterminate sentences, according to published reports.
I can understand why.
The present law gives jailers an
inordinate amount of power over inmates whose lives they already control.
Reports of guards on the day-to-day
behavior of a prisoner is often what
determines whetherOr not he is judged
"rehabilitated" enough to leave prison.
This is not an equitable or just
situation.
The law has been challanged as
"cruel and unusual punishment" and I
believe it is, but it has not been as yet
been declared as such.
The prisoners’ feelings on the subject
can be best judged by the fact that they
support the proposed new bill, even
though it may keep them in jail for
longer terms than the current law.
The California Legislature should

pass this new legislation as quickly as
possible and put an end to a prison
-reform" that has done just the opposite of what its sponsors intended it to
do.
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I first began to teach at SJSU in
January. 1972. Since May 1972. despite
wianinious support from the economics
faculty for me to stay on as a permanent member. I have had the
greatest difficulty in holding my job;
indeed, my current contractmarked
-non-renewablerequired the threat
of a court suit to be iccomplished.
The opposition to me was President
John Bunzel’s: within the past week,
however. Bunzel has reversed his
position, and has offered me a full-time
probationary appointment as a full
professor. Normally that would lead to
tenure.
Because I do not believe that my
history and prospects at SJSU are of
significance to me alone, and because
what has just happened is part of a
process brought into play by many
others in the student and faculty
community, I have not yet accepted the
offer and I have chosen to make this
public statement to say why.
Since my first months at SJSU I have
made it clear that I wished to stay here
and to teach my remaining ten years or
so of active professional life as a faculty
member at SJSU.
I came to that conclusion because of
what I took to be the fine and balanced
Economics Department here and
because of my gratifying relationships
with the students.
But in the interim, I have met personal resistance on what I have taken to
be political grounds, the department’s
faculty has had its wishes respecting
who should chair overruled by Bunzel,
several demonstrably competent
faculty members have been dismissed,
several others have been hired without
consultation with any but a small
fraction of the faculty. and the
department has been disfranchised by
Bunzeli.e., its rights of appointment
and curricular determination have
been removed.
I have no desire. I told Bunzel, to be
part of such a situation.
All the many students and faculty
with whom I have discussed Bunzel’s
offer have expressed the hope that this
is but the first of the several changes
needed to bring the Economics
Department back to its earlier position.
It is a hope I share strongly, and one I
believe will be realized, for Bunzel now
realizes. I believe, that the whole range
of runinous steps noted above must be
reversed.
His statements to me were to the

that there was no political
discrimination involved in my
precarious situation, nor should there
be for any in the university: I am
willing to accept that statement at its
face value as regards myself and cheer
its assertion as it applies as a principle
now in Burners mind.
Bwizel also led me to infer that he
views his disfranchisement of the
I
Economics Departmentand,
assume, the associated wrongs of that
decisionas having been unwise, and
done on the basis of poor advice.
Most of us in the department thought
the disfranchisement decision was
worse than unwise when it was
made, and said so in loud and clear
terms to administration officials.
I believe Bunzel has come to his
present conclusion on all these
questions because there has been so
much resistance to them, coming from
so
many
quartersfrom
the
Economics Students Association. from
faculty in and outside the department.
from the Academic Senate, from the
American Economic Association, and
so on.
I also believe that the university will
be a better place in which to study in the
future than it has been, for one consequence of the past year or so has been
to re-awaken in many students and
faculty the sense of gaining control over
their own lives and the necessity, if that
is to happen, of expending thought and
energy.
I doubt very much that any in the
administration will, in the future, move
to curtail faculty and student rights
now that the vigilance of the university
community has been awakened.
But much of this is still in the realm of
expectation. Shortly the I.iaison
Committee of the Academic Senate will
make its report on the Economics
Department investigation to the
Academic Senate.
The latter will vote to accept that
report in part, in full, or not all. Bunzel
will decide to accept the report in part.
in whole, or not at all.
If, as I believe is likely to be the case,
the report recommends undoing the
wrongs of the past year or so, I shall be
most surprised if the faculty and the
administration do anything but accept the main recommendations of the
Liaison committee.
If that is so, I shall be very happy
indeed to remain part of SJSU. I know I
cannot i indeed should not be able to )
lay down ultimata for the functioning of
effect

’News Machine’ head
tries to clarify story
Editor:
I have read your article on the Great
American News Machine, which appeared in the Spartan Daily on
Tuesday, April 8, and I wish to clarify
and elaborate upon several points
which were made.
In paragraph 13 of your article it was
stated, "Bird said the student
representatives on the staff are not
necessarily students, as Steele had said
earlier, but are merely people interested in writing."
In fact, the persons listed as

Fleissner
rates ’highly’
with profs
Editor:
Permit me one cohunent on your
article detailing my department’s
unsuccessful efforts to have Professor
Kenneth Fleissner confirmed as
chairman.
Your reporter quotes Fleissner as
saying that he has "proven to be an
embarrassment" to his colleagues and
to the administration and that he is
therefore resigning his tenured position
on the faculty.
Let me assure your readers that
Fleissner vastly underestimates his
value to the university.
He continues to be held in the highest
regard both by colleagues and by administrators who would like nothing
better than to have him withdraw his
letter of resignation.
Joachim Stenzel
Chairman Department of Foreign
Language

-Associate Editors" in the staff box are
all students who have contributed
either art, photography, or written
pieces to The Great American News
Machine and Wire Service, and who
have worked with us on a regular basis.
With specific reference to Dennis
Urneda, our Associate Editor on your
campus, he is a senior graphic design
major who has been responsible for
numerous contributions to The Great
American News Machine and Wire
Service.
Amongst them are the production
work on our first issue, including layout
and paste-up and a most generous
attitude toward helping out with interstudent relations, gathering materials
for the paper, and offering assistance in
any capacity possible.
Dennis and all of our other Associate
Editors are paid a monthly retainer for
the duration of their association with
The News Machine, as well as an additional fee for each contribution. I
have attached a copy of our fee
schedule for your information. Since
Dennis is a senior, and will no longer be
on our staff as an associate editor, we
will be recruiting for a replacement for
Dennis from your campus for next
year.
If you, or anyone you may know of,
are interested in joing our staff as an
Associate Editor, please let me know.
We are also interested in any freelance
writing or artwork, and would appreciate any recommendations you
may have. Many of the articles and
artwork that appear in The News
Machine are done by freelance writers
and artists, so it is actually a product of
both student and freelance endeavors.
Charles E. Bird
President. Charles E. Bird Inc., Consultants
Editor’s Note:
Reporter Donna Avina maintains
that she correctly quoted both Charles
E. Bird and Bill Steel.

an instdohon and I have no intention of
thong so.
But I must be conscious of conditions
for my own participation in the insitution, and live up to my own standards. 1(111 hope very much indeed that
those standards will show every sign of
being regained in practice here at
SJSU. as decisions are made in the next
days and weeks.
And I do hope very much that I shall
see my way easily to accepting the new
job offer.
Douglas F. Do% d
Lecturer. Economic

Babylifting
Vietnamese
should stop
Editor:
Repulsive is the first word that comes
to my mind when thinking of the
massive kidnapping going on in
Southeast Asia. Kidnapping may be a
harsh word to use and it is not intended
to portray volunteers or adoptive
parents as withal’s.
Indeed. many of these people are
honestly trying to help ease the pain
and suffering they see and are not to be
condemned for this. But they have
become unwitting accomplices to a
giant propaganda effort being perpetrated by the U.S. government.
The United States has lost in
Southeast Asia and is now trying to
save some face by playing on the honest
emotions of Americans. They are using
the "orphan" issue to show how
humanitarian and caring the government is after trying for years to bomb
the people of Vietnam into submission.
President Ford was forced to make s
special trip from Palm Springs to
Oakland after the plane he was to meet
crashed in Vietnam and killed nearly
200 children.
He made the trip just to be able to
parade around for the cameras with a
Vietnamese orphan in his arms. Then
two weeks later he appeared before
Congress and asked for some $700
million in military aid and under $200
million in economic aid.
Pretty clear where his priorities lay.
Opposition to "Operation babylift"
has been international but the media
have given no attention to this fact. The
Vatican’s children organization has
condemned the operation and is asking
all Catholic organizations not to participate.
The International Children’s Fund,
whose president is a Vietnamese
woman raised in the United States,
spoke out against the "babylift." They
stated that many of the children were
solicited from mothers who were told
that the orphanage would care for them
for them for the duration of the war and
reunite them when it was over. Now
those women have lost their children
forever.
Many others are children of the
200,000 political prisoners Thieu holds
in jail. Most importantly they pointed
out that children are an important
resource for a country torn by war.
There is much documentation of the
fact that the Provisional Revolutionary
Government i PRG I places a high
priority on caring for children. One
Associated Press correspondent who
returned to provinces held by the PRG
stated thay many of the children he had
seen wandering ththe streets begging
for food or young women prostitutes
were now in children’s centers and
being cared for very well.
Do people really believe that our
government would not stoop to such
tactics as stealing children and using
them for propaganda purposes? I
submit that they are doing precisely
this and will stop at nothing.
Leave the children in their native
land and send them the aid they need.
Jim Welsh
Senior. New College

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages your
comments. Bast read letters are short 1150
words) and to Ihe point
Letters may be submitted at the Dolly
office (JC NM between 9 an, and 3 p.m
Monday through Friday Or by mail
She Deily reserves the right to edit for
iength, style, or libel
All letters most include author’s
signaturc major. address, and phone
number
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Historian
Burdick
to speak
Dr. Charles B. Burdick,
professor of history, has
been chosen by SJSU
President John Bunzel to
give the second President’s
Annual Scholar’s Address
tomorrow.
Burdick will discuss
"Aesop, Wilson, Lenin: The
End of the World?" during
his talk in the University
Theater (Speech and Drama
Building) at 4 p.m.
Last year, the president
started what he hopes will
become a tradition of
honoring teachers who have
achieved outstanding
scholarship.
Burdick is an authority on
Ii

Changes have little effect on bill
By John Bodle

Amendments to a leading
collective bargaining bill for
public employes have not
hurt the main purpose of the
bill, according to spokesmen
from faculty organizations.
Amendments to SB 275
stripped away a clause that
would have given public
employes the right to strike,
and added a clause to
prevent binding arbitration.
SB 275, authored by Sen.
Ralph Dills, D-Gardena, is
currently in the Senate
Finance Committee after it
was amended in the
governmental organization
committee on April 15.

Charles Burdick

German history and military
affairs and has authored
more than five books and 30
articles.
The speech will be free and
open to the public.

The bill, if passed, will set
up a
framework
for
university personnel to have
a unified voice for their

complaints and demands,
the spokesmen said.
"There will be one exclusive bargaining agent
elected by the faculty to set
down and discuss the needs
of the faculty," according to
Dr.
William
Tidwell,
professor of biological
sciences at SJSU and
chairman of the Congress of
Faculty Association’s (CFA)
legislative committee.
"It’s a first step," he said.
"It SB 275) provides a
framework through a formal
mechanism," agreed Robert
Duman, associate director of
extension services and
president of the SJSU
chapter of the United
Professors of California
(UPC).
"They
CSUC
(the
presidents and Chancellor)

Council allocates last of funds

A.S. special account closed
It’s all gone.
A.S. Council allocated all
of its remaining $1,456
special allocations account
at its Wednesday meeting.
Council has allocated
nearly $8,000 from the account this semester.

The special allocations
account is used for special
programs by university.
recognized groups.
The money allocated
Wednesday included $100 for
publicity of the planned A.S.sponsored debate between a
radical economist and an

economist from the orthodox
school of economics.
Money from the A.S. advertising account will also be
used to publicize the event.
Councilwoman Loretta
Wilson had asked council to
fund $1,800 for a rally, but
the funds were not available.

Program commission’s

off campus phones shut
The A.S. Program Commission’s outside phone
lines, turned off April 10, will
not be turned on again until
June 1, according to Greg
Soulds, A.S. business officer.
The phones should have
been turned off March 17, but
a phone company mixup
delayed the shutoff, Soulds
said.
The lines were turned off
because the commission had
exhausted its 1974-75 phone
account and had to transfer
$1,000 from another account
to pay its bills.
The commission probably
has enough money to keep
the phones working until the
1975-76 budget begins July 1,
Soulds said, but the outside
lines will stay shut off "until
we get a better handle on it."
Until then, Soulds said,
commission members can
use the A.S. business office
phones to make necessary

outside calls.
The commission can still
receive calls from off
campus and can make and
receive on -campus calls,
Soulds said.
Soulds
said
a
new
procedure for making off
campus calls will be used
when the commission gets a
secretary in June.
All outside calls will be
so

as No

"charged to a credit card
system so we can check
them out," Soulds said.
The phone number will be
changed and only the
secretary will know the
credit card number, he said.
Many calls have been
charged to the commission
by people who had "no
association with the program
board," Soulds said.
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specializing in the natural look
by Mr. Wilfred & staff
BLOWER STYLES
20 (’
MEN’S STYLING
OFF
stYLE CUTS
with coupon
t,c1SSO R CUTS
294-4086

52 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
I53 Mk. from SJSU campus
IMIONIMMION IN
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Spariaa Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California. Member of
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Ashy’ iated
Press Published daily by San Jose
State University, except Saturday.
Sunday and Monday. during the
college year The opinions ex
pressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students.
the College .Administration or the
Deparrment of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions an
rented only on a remainder of
semester basis Full academic
year, $9 each Semester. 1450O ft
campus price per copy, 10 cents
Phone 277.3181. Advertising 277
3171. Press of Erich Printing. San
Jose

1/2 Off
any second sandwich
with this coupon

"lapcto Vab,
1451 Park Ave.
inside the

Park Hester Market

No date was set for the
debate.
The Spartan Chariots were
given $790, to be used to send
two students to a national
athletic competition for
physically
handicapped
people.
$202.12 was given for
orientation activities on May
3, 28 and 29 for incoming
SJSU students.
The executive-in-residence
program of the business
department received $312.
$51.41 was allocated for
publicity of a blood drive
sponsored by ROTC.

TUESDAY APRIL 22, 1975
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM 8 PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Directed by

David Piper

chairman of the Natural
Science Department and
president of the SJSU
chapter of CFA.
Tidwell said many strikes
by public employes take
place now, such as with
firemen and police.
"There have been strikes
not only in CSUC (California
State Universities and
Colleges) but in other areas
of state and local units,"
Duman added. "There’s no
law that prohibits public
employes from going on
strike."
"Public employes are not
provided with it the right to
strike) so they don’t have
it," disagreed Frank LeSeur,
employe relations officer for
the city of San Jose.
"To my knowledge there is
no law in the state of
California specifically
prohibiting public employe
strikes." he admitted.
But, he added, "The
illegality of public employe
strikes has stemmed from
judicial interpretation."

.............

re* There IS a
difference!!!
PREPARE FOR
35 Han
eclair..
d success

Despite another winning
performance by Mark Lye,
SJSU’s golf team could do n()
better than second in the
U.S. Collegiate Golf Tournament this past weekend.
Lye toured the Stanford
University Course in 214 for
54 holes, which is one over
par. He closed with a 69 to
rally from a five-shot deficit.
Stanford captured the
team title for the sixth
straight time with a team
total of 873. SJSU had 891.
The Spartans’ next action
will be in a dual match vs.
Stanford Thursday and the
Olympic Club Junior Team
Sunday in preparation for
the Sun Devil Invitational in
Arizona May 1-3.

announcements

WARSAW GHETTO
FREE MOVIE

LEARN SELF-HYPNOSIS. Help
yourself to: improved grades, irn
Improved
proved perception.
memory, Improved concentration,
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371.2995

PUBLIC INVITED
------------------

-College-age classes at
Eutrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and intermediate students. Small classeC
Beverly
individual
attention.
Eufralla Grant, Director. 241 1300.
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sixes, styles
and colors. Traditional creamy
white, flowery pastels, bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer for
SJSU students-Present this ad and
receive a special discount on any
order
Town and County Duplicating
10321 S. Sunnyvale-Saratoga Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 253.1131.
Sprout
Sandwiches-all
kinds.
HERO’s. We accept Food Stamps.
126 E. San Salvador btwn 3rd and 4th
Sta.
la’s& 40’s CLOTHES
Antiques, nostalgia, rustics, etc. The
Paradise Shen 3210 S. Bascom.
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyone to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7:30
Pm in the Student Chapel 110cated
between the mens and womens
gyms).
this sensuous
BELLY DANCE!
art and keep in shape, for summer
Beginning -Advanced classes.
PhOne: 570.019 for into NEW
CLASSES STARTING NOW)
FRIDAY FLICKS presents WHAT’S
UP
DOC?
starring
Barbra
Streisand. This hilarious fast
moving flick Is sure to keep you
laughing. Friday Air 75 In *orris
Dailey Aud. Two shows:? & lOpin 50
cents. By Alpha Phi Omega.

automotive
Journeyman Mechanic will save you $
on auto repairs Maine repairs on
Foreign Cars. Minor Only On
American cars. Ex, VW tune-up $25
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEODES 247 3864

FRIDAY FLICKS presents WHAT’S
Barbie
slatting
UP
DOC?
Streisand. This hIlariOus fast
moving flick is sure to keep You
laughing. Friday Apr 25 In Morris
Dailey Aud. Two SNOWS: 7 & 10pm 50
cents. By Alpha Phi Omega.

for sale
Flocked Velvet Posters - large variety
52.00 each Few summer king silo
Indian bedspreads 55.50 Incense
pack of 25 for 50 cents Large variety
of patches Iron transfers Imported
walking vanes from India Pipes and
paraphanalias Strobe tights Large
variety of black tights, one block
from the college so E San Fernando
St
" ...... Ise Rugs ’n Leather." Tye -dye
’n India Bedspreads 03+. Bracelets.
rings, chokers 87.50+. Purses
rugs. 408 E. Williams St.
ColculatorOaslc Arith. fanctIons plus
(M), (sq rt ), In sq.), lone over X)
floating and fixed decimal mead
batteries, adapter & case. 150. Call
968 3375
FOR SALE 52,200 1 ACRE REC.
LAND AGENT SJS’73 4011.262-7576 95 MON -SAT

’03 Chevy Pickup with 8’ fled. Ex.
cellent condition, new brakes and
Clutch 5795 or BEST OFFER. 277.
8730.
CAMERASI ..... Super
B S40,
lkolles SOO, Lelca.500nm,colasp. lens
580 Yashica.35rnrn-coupled range
finder -S40. Mike 295-11876 after 5.30
Wollensack stereo cassette recorder
$35 and Garrard Record Changer 515
Good condition 377,1537
BASENJI PUPPIES--Ii months old,
barkless, AKC shots, excellent
watchdogs gentle dispositions. 550
252-0594.
,

Iii !nu

help wanted
SUNLIFE ASSURANCE OF CANA
DA, an international financial corp.
is looking for individuals interested
in life time career for our
development
management
program We’ll be interviewing on
campus on April 23-sign up at your
placement office or call 1415) 329
8151

PART TIME JOBS
Work the Best After School Hours
outdoors! 3.4 Easy Hours ner Day
can earn you to $20 and More! Call
998 3200 Btwn 1 3PM
IMPORTANT01 Father needs help
for 2 children at home. Live in Prepare evening meal -Free Rent.
Call Billy 8.5 367 1060-Other times
267.2462.
HOUSE SITTER NEEDED from June
17th.July 2010. Fiften minutes from
San Jose State off 280-For more
information call 923 8935 after Spot
or 329.3107 days-Sue.
Bartenders. Manager, end parttime
help /or new Teriyaki Restaurant in
Saratoga. EXperlenced. Call 374,5643
(after 6 p.m.)
GUYS AND GALS Various positions
open In several depts inside work
contacting renewal accts. or outside
work Installing window shades No
exper. req. Comp training slry. 792.
9576. Pacific Solar Control 645$
Almaden Exprawy, SA. Bill Beam
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Earn big
dollars for yourself or favorite
campus group Demonstrate a new
bike theft alarm. Thousands of
pdtential sales in area. Doll parlor
full time Min. Invest. $2,592 is req.
Securred by inventory. Form an
organization and let us show you
how you can make S’s Call or write
MKT C.P. 1659 Scott Blvd. Suite 26,
S. Clara Ca. 95050 100 247.3637

San Jose Residence Club Co-ed
Beautiful building. great location,
private parking. linen II maid
service, color T.V. Ping pone, kitchen facilities, inside courtyard.
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share; 79.50-84.50 Mo. share,
109.50-up single. 202 So. 11th St.
Prio. 193 7374.
Mother Olson’s-10 locations-19.50
20.0 wit. share, 27.50 8. 21.50 wk
single-discount or monthly rates.
122 N. 8th St. Pho. 293.7374.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD for on.
derstanding female to share with
man. Voice defect. Call 2964308
after $00 pm.
SU ...... OE 1 BDRM - IDEAL
FOR 2 OR 3 FURNISHED, CARPETS 1 1,3 BATH.S160 439 S. 4th
CALL 990-0419
FOR RENT-1,2,3 bdrm furn. apts. II
blk. from campus (4 unit complex).
Summer S35.545 S55 per week. Fall,
Sp S160 5220 1320, per rno. 487 So. 6th,
Ph 2099003 Or 259 1939.
SUMMER RATES 635 S. 11th St., S.J.
S120 S140-rno. for 1 bdrrn. small 2
!WM., Or Irge. 2 bdrrn. apts. See
mgr. apt No. 1 or call 190-0102.
FURNISHED 1 BORN APT Clean a
Quiet Water & Garbage Pd. Zenant
park. Near SJSU 5135 Co. Summer
rates available 294.7332 or 292.4059.
GIRL Clean, Owlet Studio Apt. SIRS +
dep. All utit. pd. Near SJSU 200.8356
eves.
2 BORM. FURNISHED HOUSE FOR
RENTS blks. from SJS. Girls only.
160-mo. Call after 5 PM 374.6704,
GIRL Clean, Quiet Pvt. Rm. Kit. priv.
570 + dep All util. pd. Avail. June.
July Aug Near SJSU 200-1354 eves
Neal two female roommates to share
three bedroom house. Easy freeway
access. S90 per month. Call 293 3525.
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EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Reports. Thesis. etc.
Dependable Mrs. Allen 294 1313

Do you really care about Handicapped
People? Would you like to share a
nice apartment with him? If you
would, please call Brian Hall 298
2300.

CONGRATULATIONS
RICKSHAW
RUNNERS-You’re all great
Thanks for letting me be part of the
team Jeannie.

=ED
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding PhOtOgraphy
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area One low price of 588 includes
the full Service of a PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER. sixty color
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album. a
complete set of color slides, and
BRIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge tor
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no lime lirnitS.
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any
time, with 55 7’s at S1.00 each. and 8
O 10’s at 52.03 each. All work is
guaranteed to your satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
samples -then decide. Open every
evening until 10 p.m. For FREE
B RIDAL PACKET call 257,3161.

Prof. Typing-fast
Can edit theses, reports. etc
Dependable -Mrs. Aslanian 296 4104
Student Typing SO cents per pg..+
Paper steno services extra, 396 S
11th St. Call TarTuna 998.0352.
vW Parts& Repair. Call Gertle’s 216
6684 930-700.
Your paper read, edited for. modest
fee. Experienced and thorough.
Tutorial approach Expert typing,
short notice. Joe 371-4497.
SAVE THIS AD!
Before YOU purchase any Hi Fi stereo
equipment, color TV’s, tape, car
stereo, and accessories, check with
us for discount pricing to SJSU
students and faculty for most malor
brands Distributor prices On tape
and speakers. 991-203.
Typing 50 cents per page. Call Peggy
after 6pin 194.0975.
TYPING-TERM PAPERS. THESES,
ETC EXPERIENCED AND FAST.
269 8674
Unwanted
Hair
removed
by
Registered Nurse EleCtfOlOgiSt Ph.
265.1440 1-9 PM. 2186 Lincoln Ave
Prolessinal typing -dictation.
technical. figures, Or Straight copy.
Fast service. 3746710.

Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249.2064

Ic Household
Shaklee Blades
Cleaners, Natural eded sliaplements
and personal caregrcslmts. Cali us.
Stanley and Gail’ 2116111011.
I.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle,
All Natural Color, photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album.
Budget priced for highest quality
work. Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601 Evenings.

itW) ,111
Experienced Thesis Typso-20kozers
Reports-Di
Tamberg---137
Escobar
Ave
Telephone 356 42411, Los Gatos

2 bdr. hom-dlning room, living
room, fire pl, share yard, $150 dep
$215 mo. 855 11th 206.4192.

NOTICE
SHORT
TYPING
REASONABLE My home-267 3119

lost and found

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers Term
SERVICE
manuscripts--letters. 75 cents a
page. Kitty Carter 262.1973,

Single Adults, Enrich your life by
allendine collet fellowship IL Bible
study, 8.45-1015 am. Sundays. Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears,
San Carlos IL Meridian) Provision
for children

r, Ind to use
,,poienientary
,l-lials
S
ups for

Noah’s Ark PraSchool 730 So. Secohd
St . San Jose, phone 275.0461 Rates’
Full time-Ito per month; Part
time-S3 per i c day or 55 per full
day. Qualified staff. Friendly at
rnosphere

Cal. Poly? Grad student seeking
roommate for loft.style apartment
In San Luis Obispo. Walk to classes
Move in June IS. Call Tim 265.6741

personals

,

PSA gives you a lift.

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything florist does at t
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996.1252
for free estimate.

820 REWARD FOR RETURN Of
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEB 4 KEEP CASE, MUSIC
NEEDED. NO QUESTIONS CALL
148-701.

’

,,,rs that re
updair:

Who knows more about PSA,
the unofficial state bird than
your own official campus rep?
With more California flights
than any other airline, PSA is .
ready to take off any time you
are. Next time you need a
,
reservation, watch for your
bird watcher. Or whistle.

-FREE OF CHARGE -

housing

,d crs.rS

Barbara Edell/356-0664

Sponsored by HILLEL
7:30 p.m.
Pacheco Room
Tues. April 22 Student Union

FINISHED WATERBED $99 Corn
plete Chemelex 338 heater and
thermostat A Hold mattress and
liner and featuring a SHEER COMFORT frame and pedestal with a
hand -rubbed Danish oil finish. 10
vear guarantee.
SHEER COMFORT WATERBEDS,
Inc.
2265 Stevens Crk. Blvd (West of
’Bascom) 90.3320

MCAT
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San Jose State
Bird VVatcher

classified

OIL

DILENMA

hold in their hands most of
the
decision
making
authority," he said.
Both Tidwell and Duman
said they would like to see
faculty members organize
into an authoritative force of
their own.
SB 275 would organize
faculty into one unit, unless
they voted to have "no
agent" i no representative)
on the collective bargaining
board, according to Tidwell.
The deletion of the "right
to strike" clause and the
addition of another clause to
prevent binding arbitration
does not make a lot of difference to SB 275, Tidwell
said.
lie said there were "too
many restrictions" in the bill
that had to be followed
before public employes could
strike.
"My general reaction is
there was never a right to
strike in there anyway,
because of the long, drawnout impasse procedures,"
said Dr. Robert Smith,

Golfers
second
in match

PARIS...AMSTERDAM
MA OR I D...LONDON
STUDENT I.D. CARDS
SHIPS...RAIL PASSES LOW
COST TRANS -ATLANTIC
FLIGHTS. YOUTH HOSTEL
cARDS...F REE TRAVEL INFOR...INTEREUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS...WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD...CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 235 E. Santa Clara No 710,
SAN JOSE CA.05113 (404) 287.8301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN 9am.-12
noon.

SEEM
ORIENTEUROPE-1SRAEL-AF RICAStudent flights year round.
Contact iSCA 11687 S’an Vincent.
Blvd number 4 L.5. Calif 90049
TEL (213) 826.5669, 826-0955.
LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe, Orient & South America
TRAVEL CENTER
2435 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca. 94704
(415) 548 71:430
LOWEST COST POSSIBLE Air Fares
to Europe from $400 round trip.
llondOn) Low Cost flights from
London to East and West Africa and
Tel Aviv All Main European Cities
BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL 937
Saratoga Ave., San age. Co 4465252.
CHARTER FLIGHTS
London. Amsterdam, Zurich. Frankfurt & New York. LOWEST AIR
FARES TO EUROPE
377 3460
BEEHIVE
3007 Bercew Lane, San Jose
Charter Flialits. Hong Kong -TokyoTaipei -Bangkok. Asian Pacific.
401-1940902 (after 4p.m.)

Send your message to 27,000 students-advertise in the Daily!
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One
day
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2.00
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Small garden
provides bounty
Continued from page one
"Incidentally," Newcomb
said, "it won’t smell if it’s
good and rotted, which is the
way you want it."
Three San Jose riding
stables will give free
manure, but stable personnel will not load the
farmers’
into
manure
trucks.
Manure can be obtained at
Park Stables, 16235 Alum
Rock Ave.; Buck Norred
Stables, 350 Bernal Rd.; and
Tully Road Stables, 860 Tully
Rd.
After the manure is
spread, a five inch layer of
sand should be placed over
it. Then, Newcomb said, the
manure and sand must be
worked into the soil.
also
like
"Plants
phosphorus and potassium,"
the botanist said, "so
sprinkle on some bone meal,
which is available wherever
garden supplies are sold, and
some wood ash, which is just
the ashes left in the
fireplace."
Now the mini-garden is
ready for the seeds.
Newcomb had several
suggestions for planting:
Tall vegetables should

be planted on the north end
of the garden to avoid
the
other
shading
vegetables.
Never mind about
planting in rows. In an intensive garden it is better to
scatter the seeds and use all
the space in the plot. When
the small plants begin to
sprout, they should be
thinned so that, when
mature, the plants will touch
one another on all sides.

Thieu resigns:
SJSU reaction

varies greatly

For root vegetables,
leafy vegetables and corn,
the patch should be divided
into thirds or fourths and
each iubsection planted a
week to 10 days apart so that
there will be a continual
harvest.
or
poles
Fences,
trellises should be used to
train tomatoes, cucumbers
and other climbing plants so
they won’t run all over the
garden and crowd out the
other plants.
The garden shouldn’t
be limited to vegetables
alone. Spices and flowers
also do well in intensive
gardens.

South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu’s
resignation yesterday evoked reaction here ranging from
relief to fear to unawareness.
Most of the 16 students questioned yesterday afternoon
had no idea Thieu had resigned.
"I didn’t know," said Ann Marie Rodrigues, English
sophomore.
"I hadn’t realized he’d resigned," Fred DeAguinaga,
psychology senikor, said, "but I don’t think it will make
any difference."
"I knew it was forthcoming," Rob LaJara, engineering
sophomore said.
"I didn’t know what happendd," said Chris Coleman,
"but in a certain sense I think it’s a move that will be of
more benefit to the people in South Vietnam. There will be
less bloodshed."
Both Chris Faltis, a Mexican American Studies
graduate student, and Jose Garcia, an undeclared
graduate student were glad.
"He was a puppet," said Faltis, while Garcia nodded
and agreed.
"I’m glad to see that we have him out of there and that
Howdy Doody is no longer in office. I’m glad to see the
communists are going to take over because the people will
be happier," Garcia added.
Howard Nava, a liberal studies freshman, said, -It’s
really bad. It’s too bad he had no other choice. He’ll
probably be beheaded like the rest. That’s why the sudden
babylift is a kind of conscience thing."
"It’s probably going to turn communistic," said Margo
Wong, bvusiness juinior, "but I can’t say if it’s a good
thing for a country."
"A more socialistic government than communistic
would be better for South Vietnam," she added.
"I think its going to turn communistic," Noreen
Turnminello, music freshman, commented. "I think the
communists are taking over all of Asia. I think the apathy
of this country is going to allow Asia to turn communistic."

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

County V.D. rate growing

Instruction in exam-taking techniques used successfully by
California pre-law students Taught for over three years in
San Francisco and Berkeley by practicing lawyers....COST
$85
Course for July 26 LSAT starts July 9
Course for October 11 LSAT starts September 24
Call (415) 433-5805 for complete information, or Write: 235 Montgomery St. Suite
710, San Francisco 94104
L
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BESTSELLERS
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WA TERSHIP DOWN, by Adams

A.S. Presents

sparta I
guide

from the

Avon
* FEAR OF FLYING, by Jong Signet
GUINESS BOOK OF WORLD RECORDS,
by McWhirter and McWhirter Bantam
WORKING, by Terkel
Avon
’ JAWS, by Benchley
Bantam
I AIN’T MUCH, BABY BUT I’M ALL I’VE GOT,
by Lair
Fawcett
HOW TO BE YOUR OWN BEST FRIEND,
by Newman and Berkowar
Ballentme
JOURNEY TO ITZ LAN, by Casteneda
Pocket Books
THE ESSENTIAL LENNY BRUCE,
ed. by Cohen
Ballentme
THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
Simon & Schuster

nually, said Doti Luna,
health educator for the
department. The rate is
increasing by 12 to 15 per
cent a year.
Luna estimated at least as
many cases go unreported.
Dr. Raymond Miller of the
SJSU Student Health Center
said the number of reported
on
campus
is
cases
somewhat level, usually not
exceeding 12 cases in a
month.
20 cases reported
There have, however, been
a total of only 20 cases for the
first three months of 1975.
Venereal disease is a
TUESDAY
Asian Student Union will communicable disease that
meet at 3 p.m. in the S.U. can affect all people, Luna
said. However, more than
Guadalupe Room.
Campus Ambassadors will half the cases are in persons
have a Bible study at 10:30 under 25 years old.
Syphilis and gonorrhea are
a.m, in the S.U. Pacheco
the two major veneral
Room.
Luna
said
diseases.
WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will meet gonorrhea is the most
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U. common venereal disease
Pacifica Room. Dr. Richard reported in Santa Clara
Carey, assistant professor of County.
Persons between the ages
biological sciences, will
speak on native California of 15-34 years have 90 per
cent of all of the gonorrhea
plants.
Campus Ambassadors will- infections, Luna reported.
Teenagers between 15 and
ineet at 12:30 p.m. in the
Joint Effort Coffeehouse for 19 constitute less than 10 per
cent of the population but
a Bible study.
account for 21 per cent of the
THURSDAY
SJSU United Farmworkers reported cases, he said.
Sphyilis less frequent
Support Committee will
Syphilis, the other major
meet at 5 p.m. in the S.U.
venereal disease, is more
Pacifica Room.
Campus Ambassadors will serious but much less
meet at 11:30 a.m. in the S.U. frequent than gonorrhea,
Guadalupe Room for a Bible said Luna.
Intimate sexual contact is
study.
the only way to contract one
of the venereal diseases,
according to Miller.
In many cases, Miller said,
easily recognizable symptoms do not always appear in
either males or females.
Luna said about one third
of the patients treated in the
clinic have been previously
infected.
Miller said the Student
By Margaret Kam
Santa Clara County is
facing an epidemic venereal
disease problem, according
to local health officials, but
the problem is decreasing at
SJSU.
Almost 5,000 cases are
being reported to the County
Health Department an-
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Syphilis can destroy the
cells in the brain and
damage the heart and blood
vessels, Miller explained, so
it can drive people insane or
cripple them.
Treatment important
"Early diagnosis and
treatment are important,"
Luna said, "so people who
think they have been exposed to a venereal disease
or have suspicious symptoms should seek competent
and confidential medical
help immediately."
Patients are asked but not
required to submit the
names and addresses of their
sexual contacts to public
health workers.
Luna explained that case
investigators are hired by
the health department to
follow up on every contact
and advise them to seek
confidential treatment.
This can help to stop the
spread of the disease, Luna
noted.
Luna said that California
law permits doctors to treat
minors 12 years of age or
older without the consent of
parents,
No vaccine
There is no vaccine for
either syphilis or gonorrhea
and no immunity against
reinfection.
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Lab man,
28, dies
Tow Belisle, an SJSU
chemistry
laboratory
technician, died unexpectedly early yesterday.
Cause of death was not
immediately known.
According to the Santa
Clara County Coroner’s
office, Belisle, 28, was found
unconscious at 3:30 a.m. by
his boss, Art Gray. He died
later at O’Connor hospital.
Funeral services will be
held at 11 am. today at the
Willow Glen Chapel.
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Health Center has very few
cases.
reinfection
and
Educational level
sophistication of college
students are the main
reasons cited by Miller for
the lower reported venereal
disease cases.
However, Miller said, free
and confidential check-ups
are available for students in
the Health Center.
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receiving record albums.
"I think the girls got into it
a little more this year," he
said.
And there was, in fact,
only one participant that
refused to get into the spirit
of the day.
And that was the pig.

Continued from page one
Alpha Phi won the first
for acplace trophy
cumulating the most points
throughout the day’s competition, with Delta Gamma
placing second.
Third place went to a team
non -sorority
and
of
miscellaneous -sorority
women called GDI (God
Damned Independents.)
The trailing team was
made up of women from both
the Chi Omega and Gamma
Phi Beta sororities.
Besides the greased pig
contest, the women participated in musical ice
buckets, an egg dash, a tug
of war and several original
contests involving potatoes,
dead fish and whipped
cream.
The last Derby Day event
was a wristwrestling tournament.
About 15 persons, including two women, participated with the winners
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SJSU case load dropping
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Pigs, potatoes
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